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Abstract – This paper is concerned with detection and
prevention of weaknesses in the design of security
protocols. These weaknesses can be exploited by an
attacker mounting attacks that compromise the security
of the protocol.
A novel theory defining weaknesses caused by the
symmetry of cryptographic messages in protocols is
introduced. This theory incorporates new rules
describing the cases when the symmetry of messages
has a structural weakness that is exploitable by parallel
session attacks. Further, the rationale behind the
Symmetry rules is presented and the structures of
detected generic attacks for each rule are provided.
Additionally, the Symmetry rules are applied to a
protocol that is vulnerable to a parallel session attack.
It is demonstrated that the proposed theory successfully
detects the weaknesses caused by the symmetry of
protocol messages, which lead to parallel session
attacks.
Keywords: Security protocols, weaknesses, parallel
session attacks, attack detection, symmetry,
cryptographic messages, Symmetry rules.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the ever increasing use of distributed
applications for meeting customer demands, there is a
commensurate increase in the reliance of electronic
communication over networks. Since many of these
applications require the exchange of highly sensitive
information over computer networks, the need for
security protocols to ensure the protection and integrity
of data is critical.
Many published security protocols have been
subsequently been found to contain security weaknesses
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], which can be exploited in an
attack on the protocol.
A. Related Work
Formal verification of security protocols is
concerned with proving that the goals of protocols are
established and demonstrating the presence of any

weaknesses that may be exploitable by mountable
attacks.
Formal verification techniques can be categorized in
two main classes: deductive reasoning [2], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11] and state exploration methods [12], [13], [14],
[15]. Existing deductive reasoning methods include
theorem proving and logic-based techniques. Deductive
techniques are based on theories that represent the
protocol faithfully comprising sets of axioms and
deduction rules. Analysis of the protocol in that theory
entails proving one or more theorems. State exploration
methods take a quite different approach, which is more
akin to simulation and testing. In state exploration, a
protocol is characterized as the set of all its possible
traces. Given the security protocol specification as input,
the verification method explores as many execution
paths of the protocol as possible, checking at each
reachable state if some conditions hold.
In addition to deductive methods and state
exploration, the possibility of using compiler-like static
analysis methods such as type checking and data flow
analysis for the purpose of formal verification of
security properties has been investigated [16], [17].
However, these techniques are subject to several
restrictions and are effective for verification of
authenticity properties only. In addition to protocol
verification, support in the development of security
protocols such as: (i) protocol design guidelines and
practices [18] (ii) protocol repair methods [19] for
patching already disclosed faulty security protocols and
(iii) protocol synthesis [20] have been proposed.
B. Contribution of this Work
In this paper we introduce a novel theory for the
detection of weaknesses in the design of security
protocols that may lead to parallel session attacks. The
proposed theory is part of a new taxonomy of rules for
detection of replay and parallel session attacks. This
taxonomy includes new sets of rules addressing
problems related to message symmetries, message
freshness, handshake construction, signed statements
and certificates. The weaknesses considered in this paper

are caused by the symmetry of cryptographic messages
in the protocols.
The introduced theory incorporates four new rules
describing the cases when the symmetry of
cryptographic messages in a protocol is a serious
weakness that is exploitable by parallel session attacks.
The rationale behind these rules is detailed and the
general structure of the detected attacks for each such
rule is provided. Further, the applicability of the new
rules for detection of the presence of weaknesses caused
by symmetry of messages is demonstrated by application
to a protocol vulnerable to a parallel session attack.
Additionally, solutions to overcome these protocol
weaknesses are proposed.
The proposed theory, expanded to incorporate new
rules for message freshness, handshake construction,
signed statements and certificates, is meant to be
formalized and incorporated into a new formal attack
detection logic. This logic will characterize the general
circumstances under which a potential attack may exist
(e.g. the crucial role played by messages without certain
secrecy attributes at specific stages of a protocol) and
will define a logical formula that describes such a
possibility. In addition, the proposed logic will provide
the structures of the exploitable attacks that can be
mounted on a protocol.
II. SECURITY PROTOCOLS AND ATTACKS
A security protocol is a communication protocol that
is based on a cryptographic system. A protocol is a
prescribed
sequence
of
interactions
between
communicating parties designed to achieve certain goals.
These parties may be users, hosts, mobile devices or
processes and they are referred to as principals. An
honest principal follows a particular communication
protocol, while a dishonest principal (or attacker,
intruder, spy, enemy, adversary, etc.) tries to manipulate
the protocol to achieve an unfair advantage.
The attacker can be either passive (just listening to
communication) or active (modifying message content,
message order, dropping messages, etc). An active
adversary is more dangerous than a passive
eavesdropper. Further, an adversary might use
simultaneous protocol runs to gain information. One has
to keep in mind that an adversary will not play fair by
any rules. Hence, a security protocol should attempt to
achieve its goals under all possible circumstances.
An attack on a protocol is a sequence of actions
performed by an attacker, by means of any hardware or
software tool, in order to subvert protocol goals. The
attacker is a dishonest participant (also called
‘adversary’ or ‘intruder’) that may be a member of the
system, i.e., a legitimate user, or external to the system.
A security protocol should enforce the data exchange
between honest participants, while the dishonest ones
should be denied any benefit of it. However, security
protocols can contain weaknesses which exploit the
conceptual structure of the protocols and are

independent on the cryptographic systems. These
weaknesses make them vulnerable to a range of attacks
such as freshness, parallel session and type-flaw attacks.
A freshness attack is one of the most common
attacks on authentication and key-establishment
protocols. If the messages exchanged in an
authentication protocol do not carry appropriate
freshness identifiers, then an intruder can get itself
authenticated by replaying messages copied from a
legitimate authentication session. The intruder,
according to the Dolev Yao model [7], has complete
control over the communication channels. The intruder
knows the session keys and short-time secrets generated
in previous runs of the protocol. In a system in which
sequential runs of the protocols are performed, it is
assumed that the intruder has the capacity to replay
messages from an old session run of the protocol that
might contain a possibly compromised session key.
Examples of freshness attacks on security protocols
include [2], [4]. Freshness attacks can be foiled by the
use of nonces, run identifiers and timestamps.
A parallel session attack utilizes the parallel
execution of multiple protocol runs, where the intruder
uses messages from one session (the reference session)
to synthesize messages in the other session (the attack
session). Examples of parallel session attacks on security
protocols include [3], [4], [6]. There are several forms of
parallel session attacks such as oracle attacks, man-inthe-middle attacks or multiplicity attacks. In an oracle
attack the intruder starts a new run of the protocol and
uses one of the principals as an oracle. Thus, the intruder
has the appropriate answers for the challenges in the
main run of the protocol. A man-in-the-middle attack
occurs when two principals believe they are mutually
authenticated, when in fact the intruder masquerades as
one principal in one session and as the other principal in
another. There are two runs of the protocol, but the
honest principals think that there is only one. A
multiplicity attack is a parallel session attack that can
occur when the principals disagree on the number of
runs they think they have successfully completed with
each other.
A type flaw attack involves the replacement of a
message component with another message of a different
type by the intruder (e.g. accepts a nonce as a key).
Examples of type flaw attack on security protocols
include [3], [5].
III. CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF EXPLOITABLE
WEAKNESSES IN SECURITY PROTOCOLS
In this section we outline the BAN simplified version
of Yahalom protocol [2] and the parallel session attack
published on this protocol by Syverson in [8]. Further,
the causes of the exploitable weaknesses leading to this
attack and the solutions to prevent these weaknesses are
discussed. Additionally, similar weaknesses which are
the cause of numerous such parallel session attacks [2],
[4], [6], [10] on other protocols are briefly introduced.

A. BAN simplified version of Yahalom Protocol
The BAN simplified version of Yahalom protocol
(Figure 1) was proposed in [2].
1.
2.
3.
4.

A → B : A, Na
B → TTP : B, Nb, {A,Na}Kbp
TTP → A : Nb, {B,Kab, Na}Kap, {A,Kab,Nb}Kbp
A → B : {A,Kab,Nb}Kbp, {Nb}Kab

Figure 1. The BAN simplified version of Yahalom Protocol

The target of this protocol is to enable two
principals A and B in the protocol to share one common
key Kab distributed by the authentication server TTP,
which is trusted by both principals. Each principal is
assumed to share a symmetric key with the server TTP
(Kattp - the symmetric key shared between A and TTP
and Kbttp - the symmetric key shared between B and
TTP, respectively). Principal A starts the protocol by
communicating to B its intention to share a new session
key with it (step 1). Principal B generates a fresh nonce,
N b and creates a new message containing the identity of
A and its nonce Na encrypted with the key Kbttp,
shared with the trusted server. B sends its identity, the
fresh nonce N b and the encrypted message to the server
(step 2). Server TTP deciphers the encrypted message,
obtains the identity of A and generates a new fresh key
Kab. It also builds two messages encrypted with Kattp
and Kbttp, and sends the whole message to principal A
(step 3). Finally, A deciphers the first encryption and
checks whether it contains nonce N a . If this is the case,
A sends to B the second message encrypted with Kbttp
and mutually authenticates to B by sending nonce N b
encrypted with the new fresh session key (step 4).
B. The Parallel Session Attack on BAN simplified
version of Yahalom Protocol
The BAN simplified version of Yahalom protocol is
subject to a parallel session attack [8] as outlined in
Figure 2. The intruder I intercepts an initial message
from A to B. On receiving this message, I initiates a new
protocol run with principal A (denoted by ii) using
nonce Na as a challenge, while masquerading as B. The
second protocol run proceeds as follows: intruder I
modifies the message from A to TTP, replacing the new
nonce N’a by the old nonce Na. I also intercepts the
message from TTP to B and simply replays the
encrypted components ({A, Kab, Na}Kbs and {B, Kab,
Na}Ka ) of this message back, as encrypted components
of message 3 in the first run (denoted by i), but with the
order of components switched.
At the end of the attack A is convinced it has
engaged in two protocol runs with B. However, B is
absent in both protocol runs and the intruder I is able to
spoof principal A into thinking that it has exchanged a
key with principal B, when in fact B is absent.

i.1. A -> I(B) : A, Na
ii.1. I(B) -> A : B, Na
ii.2. A -> I(S) : A, N'a, {B, Na}Kas
iii.1. Omitted
iii.2. I(A) -> S : A, Na, {B, Na}Kas
iii.3. S -> I(B) : Na, {A, Kab, Na}Kbs, {B, Kab, Na}Kas
i.2. Omitted
i.3. I(S) -> A : Ni, {B, Kab, Na}Kas, {A, Kab, Na}Kbs
i.4. A -> I(B) : {A, Kab, Na}Kbs, {Ni}Kab
Figure 2. The attack on BAN simplified version of Yahalom
Protocol

C. Discussion on the Causes and on the Prevention of
the Exploitable Weaknesses Leading to This Attack
The above attack can be mounted due to the
symmetry of the cryptographic messages exchanged in
steps 3 and 4 of the protocol between TTP and principals
A and B. The weakness exploited by this attack is that
the two cryptographic expressions: {B,Kab,Na}Kattp
(step 3) and {A,Kab,Nb}Kbttp (step4) have the same
structure. Hence, an intruder I can impersonate B in a
parallel run, where the cryptographic expression
{B,Kab,Na}Kattp obtained in step 3 of a parallel run is
used in step 3 of the first protocol run. As the
cryptographic expression required in step 3 of the first
run has the same structure (is symmetric) with
{B,Kab,Na}Kattp of step 3 of the parallel run, the
principal A cannot distinguish the replayed {B,Kab,
Na}Kattp in step 3 of the first run, send by the intruder,
from a legitimate cryptographic expression sent by TTP.
This weakness can be overcome by breaking the
symmetry of the two cryptographic expressions {B,Kab,
Na}Kattp and {A,Kab,Nb}Kbttp.
The symmetry of the two messages can be broken
either:
• By the addition of another component in the content
of one of the cryptographic expression: for example,
the identity of principal B in the content of
{A,Kab,Nb}Kbttp resulting in {A,B,Kab,Nb}Kbttp.
• By changing order of the components in one of the
cryptographic
expression:
for
example
{A,Kab,Nb}Kbttp can be modified as {Kab,A,
Nb}Kbttp.
D. Similar Weaknesses Caused by Messages Symmetry
Similar weaknesses have been the cause of numerous
parallel session attacks on other protocols, for example:
the attack on Wide mounted frog [2]; the attack on the
Lowe’s modified version of the Wide-Mouthed Frog
protocol discovered by Dojen, Jurcut, Coffey and
Gyorodi [6]; the attack on KSL protocol [10]; the attack
on Lee et al authentication: Nonce-based user
authentication scheme using smart cards [4].

IV. SYMMETRY OF PROTOCOL MESSAGES – A
SERIOUS WEKENESS EXPLOITABLE BY
PARALLEL SESSION ATTACKS
In this section we introduce a novel theory regarding
symmetry of protocol messages. This theory
incorporates four rules (hereafter referred to as the
Symmetry rules) describing the cases where the
symmetry of messages in a protocol is a serious
weakness exploitable by parallel session attacks. These
Symmetry rules use four novel properties regarding
cryptographic transformations: parent cryptographic
transformation, symmetry of a pair of cryptographic
transformations, principal value type equivalent and
travelling in opposite directions.
These rules detect the presence of weaknesses that
are exploitable by parallel session attacks if parent
cryptographic transformations are symmetric and
principal value type equivalent when travelling in
opposite directions. The four rules in this category deal
with different cases of travelling in opposite directions.
A. Definitions
Definition 1: A cryptographic transformation c is either
a cryptographic expression ({x}k) or a hashed
expression (H(x)).
Definition 2: A parent cryptographic transformation is a
cryptographic transformation which is not contained
within another cryptographic transformation.
Definition 3: Two messages x and y are symmetric if
both contain the same components in the same order and
of the same type.
Definition 4: Two keys k1 and k2 are matching keys if
either:
• keys k1, k2 are both symmetric keys and have
the same value
• keys k1, k2 are both symmetric keys and are
shared with a TTP
• keys k1,k2 are both public keys
• keys k1,k2 are both private keys.
Definition 5: Two cryptographic expressions {x}k1,
{y}k2 are symmetric if x, y are symmetric and keys
k1,k2 are matching keys.
Definition 6: A principal G is the generator of a
message x in a step Sr of a protocol P, if x cannot appear
prior to step Sr. By convention, the generator is the
sender of the step Sr, in which x appears for the first
time.
Definition 7: Two messages, x and y are principal value
type equivalent (Pvte(x,y)) if for each subcomponent xi
at position i of x that is of type principal there is a
corresponding subcomponent yi at the same position i of
y that is also of type principal and at least one of the
following also holds:
• if xi is a trusted third party (TTP) then yi is also
a trusted third party (TTP)
• if xi is the generator of x then yi is the generator
of y

if xi is not the generator of component x then yi
is not the generator of y
• if xi is the intended recipient of x then yi is the
intended recipient of y
• if xi is not the intended recipient of x then yi is
not the intended recipient of y.
Definition 8: Two cryptographic transformation c1, c2
are travelling in opposite direction if they are exchanged
directly or indirectly between two principals. The
following four cases arise:
1. Two principals G and R exchange cryptographic
transformations c1 and c2 directly.
2. A trusted third party TTP is involved, but does not
create the cryptographic transformations c1, c2: The
principals generating c1, c2, respectively are
sending it to the TTP.
3. A trusted third party TTP is involved, but only
creates one cryptographic transformation c2. The
intended recipient of c2 is different from the
generator of c1.
4. A trusted third party TTP is involved and creates
both cryptographic transformations c1, c2. The
intended recipient of c1 must be different to the
intended recipient of c2.
•

B. Symmetry Rules
Consider two symmetric parent cryptographic
transformation c1 and c2 belonging to a message
exchange (denoted En(P)) of a protocol P. If c1 and c2
are exchanged directly or indirectly between two
principals, the following rules can be defined:
Rule 1: Two principals G and R exchange the symmetric
parent cryptographic transformations c1, c2 directly. If
c1 and c2 are principal value type equivalent pairs and
are travelling in opposite directions, then a parallel
session attack can be can be mounted on En(P).
Rule 2: Two principals G and R exchange the symmetric
parent cryptographic transformations c1, c2 indirectly;
a TTP is involved, but does not create the cryptographic
transformations c1, c2: The principals G and R
generating c1, c2, respectively are sending it to the TTP.
If c1 and c2 are principal value type equivalent pairs
and are travelling in opposite directions, then a parallel
session attack can be can be mounted on the message
exchange En(P).
Rule 3: Two principals G and R exchange the symmetric
parent cryptographic transformations c1, c2 indirectly;
a TTP is involved, but only creates one cryptographic
transformation c2. The intended recipient of c2 is
different from the generator of c1. If c1 and c2 are
principal value type equivalent pairs and are travelling
in opposite directions, then a parallel session attack can
be can be mounted on the message exchange En(P).
Rule 4: Two principals G and R exchange the symmetric
parent cryptographic transformations c1, c2 indirectly;
a TTP is involved and creates both cryptographic
transformations c1, c2. The intended recipient of c1
must be different to the intended recipient of c2. If c1

and c2 are principal value type equivalent pairs and are
travelling in opposite directions, then a parallel session
attack can be can be mounted on the message exchange
En(P).

cryptographic transformation c2 obtained in step S1r is
used in S2q, or/and c1 of S1q is used in S2r, respectively.
The general structure of the attack is shown in
Figure 4.

V. RATIONALE BEHIND SYMMETRY RULES
This section details the rationale behind the four
Symmetry rules, presenting a reasoning for each rule. In
addition, a general structure of the detected attacks for
each of these rules is provided.

 S 1q : G → I (TTP) : ..., c1,...

E n( P ) 
...
S 1 r : R → I (TTP) : ..., c 2,...

S 2 q : I ( R) → TTP : ...c 2,... 
 2
 E n( P)
2
S r : I (G ) → TTP : ..., c3,...

A. Rule 1

Figure 4. The structure of generic attack for Symmetry Rule 2

Assume cryptographic transformations c1 and c2
are sent in arbitrary steps Sq and Sr, respectively of a
message exchange of a protocol P, denoted by En(P).
The principals G and R exchange the two cryptographic
transformations directly and c1, c2 are principal value
type equivalent pairs and are travelling in opposite
directions.
An attacker can impersonate R in a parallel run,
denoted by E2n(P), where the cryptographic
transformation c2 obtained in step S1r (denotes step Sr
belonging to first run) is used in S2q (denotes step Sq
belonging to second run). As the parent cryptographic
transformation required in S2q is symmetric and
principal type value equivalent with c2 of step S1r, the
principal G cannot distinguish the replayed c2 in S2q
send by the intruder from a parent cryptographic
transformation c2 send by R in a genuine message
exchange.
The general structure of this attack is shown in
Figure 3.

C. Rule 3

1

 S 1q : G → R : ..., c1,...

E n( P )
...
S 1r : R → I (G ) : ..., c2,...

1

S 2 q : I ( R) → G : ...c 2,... 
 2
 E n( P )
2
S r : G → I ( R) : ..., c3,...

Figure 3. The structure of generic attack for Symmetry Rule 1

B. Rule 2
Assume cryptographic transformations c1 and c2
are sent in arbitrary steps Sq and Sr, respectively of a
message exchange of a protocol P, denoted by En(P).
The principals G and R exchange the two cryptographic
transformations indirectly: a TTP is involved, but does
not create the cryptographic transformations c1, c2. The
principal G generates c1 and principal R generates c2.
The cryptographic transformations c1 and c2 are
principal value type equivalent and are travelling in
opposite directions.
Essentially, the same rationale as in the case of
Rule1 can be considered: An attacker can impersonate R
or/and G in a parallel run, E2n(P), where the

Assume cryptographic transformations c1 and c2
are sent in arbitrary steps Sq and Sr, respectively of a
message exchange of a protocol P, denoted by En(P).
The principals G and R exchange the two cryptographic
transformations indirectly: a TTP is involved, but only
creates one cryptographic transformation, c2. The
intended recipient of c2 is principal R and the generator
of c1 is principal G. The cryptographic transformations
c1 and c2 are principal value type equivalent and are
travelling in opposite directions.
As in the case of previous two rules, an attacker can
impersonate R in a parallel run, E2n(P), where the
cryptographic transformation c2 obtained in step S1r is
used in S2q. As the parent cryptographic transformation
required in S2q is symmetric and principal type value
equivalent with c2 of step S1r, the trusted third party
cannot distinguish the replayed c2 in S2q send by the
intruder from a parent cryptographic transformation c2
send by R in a genuine message exchange.
The general structure of the attack is shown in
Figure 5.
 S 1q : G → TTP : ..., c1,...

E 1 n( P ) 
...
S 1 r : TTP → I ( R) : ..., c 2,...

S 2 q : I ( R ) → TTP : ...c 2,...
 2
 E n( P )
2
S r : TTP → G : ..., c3,... 

Figure 5. The structure of generic attack for Symmetry Rule 3

D. Rule 4
Assume cryptographic transformations c1 and c2
are sent in arbitrary steps Sq and Sr, respectively of a
message exchange of a protocol P, denoted by En(P).
The principals G and R exchange the two cryptographic
transformations indirectly: a TTP is involved and creates
both cryptographic transformations c1, c2. The intended
recipient of c1 is principal G and the intended recipient
of c2 is principal R. The cryptographic transformations
c1 and c2 are principal value type equivalent and are
travelling in opposite directions.

As in the case of the previous three rules an attacker
can impersonate TTP in a parallel run, E2n(P), where the
cryptographic transformation c2 obtained in step S1r is
used in S2q. As the parent cryptographic transformation
required in S2q is symmetric and principal type value
equivalent with c2 of step S1r, principal R cannot
distinguish the replayed c2 in S2q send by the intruder
from a parent cryptographic transformation c2 send by
TTP in a genuine message exchange.
The general structure of the attack is shown in
Figure 6.

parallel session attack allows an intruder I, to spoof
principal A into thinking that it has exchanged a key
with principal B, when B is in fact absent.
This parallel session attack can be prevented by
breaking the symmetry of the two cryptographic
messages. Application of the Symmetry rules to the
corrected version of the protocol will show that no
parallel session attack caused by symmetry can then be
mounted.

 S 1q : TTP → G : ..., c1,...

E n( P ) 
...
S 1 r : TTP → I ( R) : ..., c 2,...

S 2 q : I (TTP ) → R : ...c 2,...
 2
 E n( P )

S 2 r : omitted


This paper introduced security protocols and
common attacks that exploit weaknesses in the design of
security protocols. The causes of exploitable weaknesses
caused by symmetry of cryptographic messages in
security protocols that lead to parallel session attacks
were discussed. As a case study, BAN simplified version
of Yahalom protocol was analyzed. Other references to
similar weaknesses, causing such parallel session attacks
on protocols were provided. A novel theory describing
weaknesses caused by the symmetry of protocol
cryptographic messages was proposed. This theory
incorporates four new rules describing the cases when
the symmetry of cryptographic messages in a protocol
becomes a serious weakness exploitable by parallel
session attacks. Further, the rationale behind these rules
was detailed and the general structure of the detected
attacks for each of these rules was provided.
Furthermore, the applicability of the proposed rules for
detection of the presence of weaknesses exploitable by
parallel session attacks was demonstrated by application
to the BAN simplified version of Yahalom protocol. It is
shown that compliance with these Symmetry rules,
successfully detects the weaknesses caused by the
symmetry of protocol messages and leading to parallel
session attacks. Additionally, solutions to overcome
these weaknesses were proposed.

1

Figure 6. The structure of generic attack for Symmetry Rule 4

VI. APPLYING THE PROPOSED SYMMETRY
RULES FOR DETECTION OF WEAKNESSES
EXPLOITABLE BY PARALEL SESSION ATTACKS
This section demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed Symmetry rules for detection of the presence
of weaknesses exploitable by parallel session attacks.
The Symmetry rules are applied to BAN simplified
version of Yahalom protocol (Figure 1).
A. Applying Symmetry Rules
According with Definition 5 the parent
cryptographic
transformations
{B,Kab,Na}Kattp,
{A,Kab,Nb}Kbttp belonging to step S3 and S4,
respectively are symmetric (1). Further, by Definition 7
it follows that the previous pair of cryptographic
transformations is principal value type equivalent (2).
Additionally, by Definition 8 the cryptographic
transformations {B,Kab,Na}Kattp, {A,Kab,Nb}Kbttp
are travelling in opposite direction (case 4), since TTP
creates both cryptographic transformations and the
intended recipient of {B,Kab,Na}Kattp is principal A,
who is different to B, who the intended recipient of
{A,Kab,Nb}Kbttp (3).
Combining (1), (2) and, (3) it follows by Symmetry
Rule4 that a parallel session attack can be mounted on
the message exchange E4(P), where E4(P) is considered
to include all (four) steps of BAN simplified version of
Yahalom protocol. Further, since E4(P) includes all
(four) steps of the protocol it is implied that the parallel
session attack can be mounted on the whole protocol.
B. Results
The application of our proposed Symmetry rules
establishes that the BAN simplified version of Yahalom
protocol is vulnerable to a parallel session attack. The

VII. CONCLUSION
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